
Timetable 7th April 2020 
 

Reading 
Mission:   
30 minutes  
  

Children to read or support them to read the following story. 
We sat inside the castle, waiting. We knew we had the upper hand, the 
strongest position. The castle was situated on a hill and the walls were 
strong but we knew that the siege could lead to starvation for us. If we 
couldn’t get supplies in past our attackers, how would we eat? We knew 
as well that if anyone got ill then we would all get ill – we could even 
die. That’s what our enemies wanted. I even heard one story of how a 
diseased cow was flung over a castle wall using a catapult to try to 
infect everyone inside. 
 
Well, in the end, that isn’t what happened. After launching their first 
(unsuccessful) surprise attack, they just waited, ensuring that nothing 
was coming in and nobody was coming out. Nothing happened. Or so we 
thought. 
 
Then, very early one morning, we heard a commotion outside the walls. 
The sound of something very heavy being dragged or rolled reached our 
ears. What was this? A tall tower of wood advancing towards us – 
higher than some of the walls of our castle. By the time it reached the 
walls, we were ready for it. Inside were the enemy archers raining 
down arrows upon us. Then a gangplank came down from it and our foe 
came pouring out onto the battlements of the castle.  
 
We fought hand to hand but there were many more of them than us. 
They had stopped any reinforcements reaching us and they had more 
space outside the castle to amass a bigger army. We were done for – we 
knew it and they knew it.  
 
In the end we surrendered, and they let us survivors leave the castle. 
They didn’t want to do any more killing; they just wanted the castle. 
Whoever has the castle is in a stronger position… although that didn’t 
work out for us. If we come back with more men, perhaps we too can 
lay siege to the castle and win it back? 
 
After they can answer these questions. These can be verbal answers or 
they could be written down or typed. Children could even draw their 
responses. Suggested answers are in italics.  
Is the story in first person or third person? How do you know? 
It is in first person. They talk about themselves as “we”.  
Was the writer attacking or defending a castle?  
They were defending a castle. 
When was the castle attacked with the tower? 
The castle was attacked early one morning. 
Why did the defenders surrender? 
The enemy had a bigger army/they were all hungry and tired from being 
under siege/they knew they were going to lose in the end. 



What do you think an archer is? 
Someone who uses a bow and arrows. 
Summarise the story above in three sentences. You can refer to defenders 
and attackers.  
Attackers were laying siege to a castle and had been for a while. They tried 
to attack by surprise but it didn’t work, so they attacked with a siege tower. 
There were more attackers so the defenders surrendered.  
What do you think might happen next? Explain your reasons. 
Any reasonable answer with explanation.  
Write a paragraph from the point of view of the attacker. What would be 
similar? What would be different? 
 
 

Writing Mission:  
 30 minutes 

You have a choice of missions this week; either creating a book about the 
features of a castle or writing instructions for how to attack one.  
 
Today the focus will be on attacking a castle. Yesterday we learned about 
the defensive features, so how would you get around them? 
Watch the videos provided to learn about the siege weapons and see them 
in action. You can also read the information sheet Attacking-A-Castle.  
 
Which were the most important weapons? What might you use each 
weapon for? Add on to the notes you made yesterday using sub-headings 
and bullet points to summarise the main points for what you want to write 
about this week.  

Maths Mission:   
30 minutes   

Complete the siege weapon purchase questions at the end of the 
timetable. Find the answers by repeated adding or multiplying.  Column 
multiplication could be useful to save time! There is an example of how to 
do this below. 
 

 
Topic Mission:  
 Day 2 

In the General Resources folder there is a set of nets that will allow you to 
create your own castle! This activity is designed to take you the rest of the 
week to decorate, cut out and add to. You could stick the constructed nets 
onto a large piece of cardboard if you have had deliveries, or several cereal 
boxes stuck together with glue or sellotape.  



These Missions have been designed to be accessible, using little resources and most 
importantly fun for your children to complete. Please use what you can, any 
resources you do not have could be substituted for something else and suggestions 
have been made for this where possible. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
Optional extras:  

 Create your own nets! Can you create circular towers? A church for 
the bailey? An extension that fits on the keep? Make sure to 
measure carefully! 

 Decorate your base – do you have a moat? Paths in the bailey?  

 Create people to live in your castle – draw them and leave a tab at 
the bottom to stick them to your base. 

 Create a motte from play-doh, a plastic bowl or some other items.  

 Create your own castle from any other materials – cardboard, 
LEGO, Meccano, wood, anything!  



These are the prices for the following pieces of siege equipment:  

Mangonel: £500 

Siege tower: £620  

Battering Ram: £350 

Covered Battering Ram: £400  

Ballista: £480 

Trebuchet: £560  

Perrier: £575  

  

You have £5000.  

1. How many ballistas can you buy?  

2. What is the highest amount of siege engines you can buy, and what 

will it cost?  

3. You need at least two mangonels and two siege towers. What is the 

highest amount of siege engines you can buy now? What are they and 

what will they cost?   

4. Mangonels go on sale at half price. What does one catapult cost?  

5. What is the highest amount of siege engines you can buy now? 

Remember you still need at least two mangonels and two siege 

towers!   

You cannot get your siege towers across the moat, so you have to spend 

£300 on filling the moat with logs.   

6. What is your new budget?  

7. Your men refuse to push your battering rams closer because they 

have no protection. Any rams you have must now be upgraded to 

Covered Battering Rams. What is your new set of siege equipment, 

and how much does it cost you? Use what you have already worked 

out to help you!   

8. A general of another army tells you he has three perriers, two 

trebuchets, two ballistas and two siege towers as well as a covered 

battering ram, and he only spent £4000! Could he be telling the 

truth? Show how you know.  

 
 
 

 

 



 

Attacking a castle 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

  

 

 

 

 

  

 

Fire arrows were used 
to set fire to wooden 
buildings within the 
castle, and anything 
flammable inside the 
courtyard. 

Scaling ladders were 
used to quickly 
scramble up and 
over the walls. 
However, this could 
be rather 
dangerous... 

A battering ram was used to smash 
holes in walls and doors. They 
often had a roof overhead to 
protect the soldiers underneath 
and some would be covered in 
animal skins for added protection. 

A siege tower 
was used to get 
over the 
battlements. 
Many men could 
enter it under 
protection and 
then drop the 
door down to 
charge over the 
top, into the 
castle. 

The ballista was a 
type of catapult 
that could shoot a 
large bolt or stone 
a long way. They 
were used less in 
medieval times 
than the trebuchet 
and mangonel.  

The mangonel and 
trebuchet were catapults 
that could fire large 
objects. The mangonel 
could fire faster and lower, 
to hit castle walls. The 
trebuchet was also used to 
hurl objects at and over the 
walls of the castle. 

Mining was used to tunnel underneath 
the ground to the foundations of the 
castle. They would then light a fire and 
hopefully cause the corner to collapse or 
at least weaken. The defenders would 
often send their own miners out to find 
them, resulting in a big fight under the 
ground! 

Ready...aim..
.fire...! 

Yes, it is! Oh, I 
see! Fire! As in 
shoot! 

 
 
Flammable – can 
be set on fire 
 
bolt – a large 
arrow 
 

Climbing up was the 
easy part... 

Yuck! I just touched a 
slimy worm! 



 





 

 


